
INTERNATIONAL INDIAN SCHOOL, JEDDAH

CLASS VII [GS] WORK SHEET Ls.1 A Secret for Two

Choose the correct answer/fill in the blanks/true or false:

1. Pierre had delivered milk to the families on the streets for ___________ years.
[a] ten [b] twenty [c] thirty

2. “I’ll name him after good St. Joseph,” ‘I’ refers to
[a] Jacques [b] Pierre [c] Joseph

3. Pierre and Joseph both grew old together
[a] gradually [b] suddenly [c] quickly

4. Pierre was carrying a heavy
[a] basket [b] bag [c] a walking stick

5. The meaning of sheen is
[a] rough [b] bold [c] shiny appearance

6. Mon ami is ____________ word.
[a]French [b] English [c] Spanish

7. Montreal is the _____________ largest city in Canada.
[a] third [b] second [c] first

8. Jacques was a _________________.
[a] milkman [b] President [c] foreman

9. “ I couldn’t  help it, he walked right into my truck,” ‘I’ refer to
[a] doctor [b] driver [c] president

10. Joseph was a ________________ horse.
[a] unkind                   [b] unfaithful           [ c] gentle

11. Pierre could not read or write. (True or False)

12. Pierre had a poor memory. (True or False)

13. Pierre refused to retire. (True or False)

14. One morning Jacques had a good news for Pierre when he arrived. (True / False)

15. For Years Pierre had worn a heavy cap. (True or False)

16. Joseph being twenty five years old is like being ________________ for a man.
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17. There was a warning _______ from the driver of a huge truck that was approaching fast.

18. For years Pierre had worn a heavy ________________

19. __________ had fallen during the night glistered like a million diamonds piled together.

20. Pierre had delivered milk to the families on _____________ street.

21. Startled means ________________.

22. No one knew old Pierre’s ___________________ except Joseph .

23. Chuckle means ______________________.

24. Author of ‘A secret for two’ is ____________________

25. A_____b____l____nc____ doctor bent down.

26. Pierre had c____ t___ r___c___s in eyes.

27. The driver of the truck pr ___t___s___e___.

28. Pierre’s huge walrus m___u___t___ch___was pure white now.

29. Then Jacques added a___x___o___s___y

30. Pierre stroked the sheen of Joseph’s s____l___nd____d belly.
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